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Abstract5

We investigate the dependence of event-specific ground motion residuals in the Ridgecrest region,6

California. We focus on the impact of using either local (Ml) or moment (Mw) magnitude for describing7

the source scaling of a regional ground motion model. In order to analyse homogeneous Mw, we8

compute the source spectra of about 2000 earthquakes in the magnitude range 2.5-7.1 by performing9

a non-parametric spectral decomposition. Seismic moments and corner frequencies are derived from10

best fit ω−2 source models, and stress drop computed assuming standard circular rupture model. The11

Brune stress drop varies between 0.62 and 24.63 MPa (with median equal to 3.0 MPa), and values for12

Mw > 5 are mostly distributed above the 90th percentile. The median scaled energy for Mw < 5 is13

-4.57 and the low values obtained for the Mw 6.4 and 7.1 mainshocks (-5 and -5.2, respectively) agree14

with previous studies. We calibrate an ad-hoc non-parametric Ml scale for the Ridgecrest region. The15

main differences with the standard Ml scale for California are observed at distances between 30 and16

100 km, where differences up to 0.4 magnitude units are obtained. Finally, we calibrate ground motion17

models for the Fourier amplitude spectra considering the Ml and Mw scales derived in this study and18

the magnitudes extracted from ComCat. The analysis of the residuals shows that Ml better describes19

the inter-event variability above 2 Hz. At intermediate frequencies (between about 3 and 8 Hz), the20

inter-event residuals for the model based on Mw show a correlation with stress drop: this correlation21

disappears when Ml is used. The choice of the magnitude scale has an impact also on the statistical22

uncertainty of the median model: for any fixed magnitude value, the epistemic uncertainty is larger23

for Ml below 1.5 Hz and larger for Mw above 1.5 Hz.24

INTRODUCTION25

The decomposition of the ground motion residuals into source, path and site specific terms is of26

interest for a wide spectrum of applications (Al Atik and Youngs, 2014; Baltay et al., 2017; Parker et27

al., 2020), such as the develpment of partially- or non-ergodic ground motion models for probabilistic28

hazard assessment, e.g. (Anderson and Brune, 1999; Atkinson, 2006; Rodriguez-Marek et al., 2013;29

Villani and Abrahamson, 2015; Kuehn and Scherbaum, 2016; Sahakian et al., 2019; Kotha et al., 2020);30

on-site early warning applications (Spallarossa et al., 2019; Iaccarino et al., 2020); characterization of31

source process such as monitoring the preparation phase of earthquake nucleation (Piña-Valdès et al.,32
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2018; Picozzi et al., 2019) and fault healing (Bindi et al., 2018). Among the different components,33

the distribution of event-specific deviations from the median predictions (the so-called inter-event or34

between-event residuals) are connected to source processes which are only partially captured, or not35

described at all, by the explanatory variables used to develop the ground motion model. Since the36

magnitude is the most important variable controlling the source scaling, previous studies evaluated37

the impact of the magnitude uncertainties on the inter-event variability (Moss, 2011; Kuehn and38

Abrahamson, 2017; Holmgren and Atkinson, 2018) or the dependency of the inter-event residuals on39

stress drop for those models implementing the moment magnitude as explanatory variable, e.g. (Bindi40

et al., 2007; Baltay et al., 2017; Oth et al., 2017; Trugman and Shearer, 2017; Bindi et al., 2019a;41

Parker et al., 2020).42

The aim of the present study is to investigate the ground motion variability from the source point43

of view, focusing over the Ridgecrest region in California. To accomplish this task, we apply a spectral44

decomposition approach for estimating the source parameters of selected earthquakes; for the study45

area, we calibrate an ad-hoc local magnitude scale which accounts for region-specific propagation46

effects; we develop different ground motion models considering different magnitude types, namely47

the local and the moment magnitudes, and the magnitude retrieved from the ANSS Comprehensive48

Earthquake Catalog. All these analyses are combined to investigate the ground motion variability from49

the event point of view, as presented in the following sections after the description of the used data50

set.51

DATA SET52

The data set used in this study was created by using stream2segment (Zaccarelli et al., 2019), a Python53

package designed for download, inspect and process seismic waveforms retrieved through International54

Federation of Digital Seismograph Networks-FDSN compliant webservices (see Data and Resources).55

The package stream2segment uses a seismic catalog to download data segments extracted from con-56

tinuous streams stored in repositories and to populate a local relational database. The event catalog57

considered in this study to guide the extraction is the ANSS Comprehensive Earthquake Catalog58

(ComCat) created via the event webservice of the USGS-United States Geological Survey(see Data59

and Resources). The region of interest for the hypocenters extends between 34.5 and 36.5 in latitude,60

-118 and -116.5 in longitude, and depths shallower than 40 km. We consider events with magnitude61
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above 2.5 occurred between 1999 and March 2020. Segments are extracted from both broad band and62

strong motion stations disseminated by IRIS (Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology) and63

SCEDC (Southern California Earthquake Data Center). We downloaded data from stations located64

up to 2 degrees from the epicenters, extracting windows 2 minutes long after the expected theoretical65

P-wave arrival time and 1 minute before.66

For each segments, we applied an automatic processing by removing the instrumental response, and67

applying Butterworth band-pass filter with lower corner fixed to 0.3, 0.1 and 0.05 Hz for magnitudes68

smaller than 3, between 3 and 6 and larger than 6, respectively; the upper corner was set to the69

minimum between 40 Hz and the 90% of the Nyquist frequency. We computed the signal to noise70

ratio SNR (root mean square ratio between the signal and noise spectra) over 14 frequency intervals71

with boundaries [fmin,0.15,0.25,0.4,0.65,1.0, 1.6,2.5,3.2,4.0,6.3,10,16,25,fmax] Hz, used to select the72

spectral amplitudes suitable for performing the spectral decomposition. In particular, spectra with73

SNR computed over the whole bandwidth from fmin to fmax smaller than 3 were discarded. For the74

spectral analysis described in the following sections, spectral amplitudes at a given frequency are used75

if the SNR computed over the relevant frequency interval is karger than given threshols. In this study,76

we set the SNR thresholds to 3 for frequency interval below 1 Hz and above 20 Hz, and to 6 in between.77

The signal windows were selected considering the interval between the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the78

cumulative distribution of the squared velocity integrals, computed starting 1 s before the theoretical79

P-wave arrival time. The minimum window duration was fixed to 8 s and a 5% cosine-taper was80

applied at both ends. For each trace, we computed the Fourier Amplitude Spectra (FAS), the peak81

ground acceleration (PGA) and velocity (PGV) and the maximum of a synthetic Wood-Anderson82

displacement record (maxWA), the latter used for computing the local magnitude. PGA and PGV are83

used to remove traces with anomalous values by computing the residuals with the prediction from a84

ground motion prediction equation (GMPE). Since the residual analysis are performed only to remove85

outliers, the selection of the GMPE is not critical and we used (Bindi et al., 2014). We computed86

the standardized average residual per station and per event, after removing the average bias from the87

overall residual distribution, evaluated for vs30 = 760 m/s. Since the aim of the selection is not to88

create the most complete data set but to build a data set large enough to perform robust analysis,89

stations and events with respectively inter-station or inter-event standardized residuals larger than 290

in absolute value were not further considered. Overall, we selected about 190000 horizontal records91
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from about 2000 earthquakes recorded by about 716 stations, considering co-located broad band and92

strong motion sensors as two different stations. Figure (1) shows the locations of considered stations93

and earthquakes. Most of the stations belongs to the CI network. In the following, we indicate the94

instruments using their SEED format (Data and Resources), composed by three letters where the95

first is indicating the band code (always H in this study, that is high broad band, corresponding to96

sampling rate from 80 to 250 Hz); the second letter is the instrument code (in this study we consider97

high gain seismometers, letter H, or strong motion instruments, letters N and L); the third letter is98

the orientation code, in this study either N or E, corresponding to the horizontal orientations. The99

analysis described in the following sections are performed over the following data sets:100

• spectral decomposition: about 112000 amplitudes (computing the vector sum of the two hor-101

izontal components, which is independent of the sensor orientation), 716 stations (counted at102

the level of network,station name, band and instrument codes), 2180 events, 15 contributing103

networks (i.e., 8E,AZ,BK,CI,NN,NP, PB,PY,SB,SN,TA,TO, US,YN,ZY including, respectively,104

11,47,6,520,20,15,2, 18,6,8,3,17,1,41,1 stations, where HN, HL and HH channels are counted sep-105

arately);106

• local magnitude analysis: about 188000 records (the two horizontal components are considered107

independently); 2029 events; 508 (EW component), 515 (NS component) stations. Sensors:108

instrument code N=726; L=20; H=630; 14 networks;109

• ground motion models: 1879 events, 649 stations, about 90000 amplitudes counted at interme-110

diate frequencies.111

Figure (2) shows the density plot of the data set used for the local magnitude calibration in terms of112

ComCat magnitudes versus hypocentral distance. Most of the selected data are for magnitudes between113

2.5 and 5, with six earthquakes above magnitude 5 (including the 2019 Mw 6.4 and 7.1 earthquakes).114

The median magnitude and distance are 3.2 and 120 km, respectively, and the distributions of data115

with distance for different magnitude intervals are shown in Figure S1 of the Supplementary materials.116

SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION117

We factorize the Fourier amplitude spectra (FAS) by applying a spectral decomposition approach118

known as Generalized Inversion Technique (GIT) or Global EGF approach (Andrews, 1986; Castro et119
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al., 1990; Boatwright et al., 1991; Shearer et al., 2019). We use a non-parametric description of the120

FAS assumed to be the linear composition (convolution) of source S(f), propagation A(R, f) and site121

Z(f) terms:122

LogFASij(Rij , f) = LogSi(f) + LogA(Rij , f) + LogZj(f) (1)

where the indexes i and j run over all available events and stations, respectively, and Rij is the123

hypocentral distance. In the reminder of this work, we indicate with Log the logarithm in base 10.124

The attenuation is evaluated at fixed distances introduced to discretize the distance range into a given125

number of bins, and linearly interpolated between two consecutive nodes, that is:126

LogFASij(Rij , f) = LogSi(f) + anLogA(Rn, f) + an+1LogA(Rn+1, f) + LogZj(f) (2)

where Rn ≤ Rij < Rn+1 ; an = (Rn+1 − R)/∆R; ∆R = (Rn+1 − Rn); an+1 = 1 − an. We127

consider the following discrerization of the distance range: Rn = [1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 20, .., 210, 215, 220] km.128

For each frequency f , a linear system is generated from equation (2) by considering all the possible129

combinations between i and j (corresponding to all selected recordings), and the system is solved in130

a least squares sense (Koenker and Ng, 2017). Since equations (1) and (2) are generated by adding131

together three terms, the system has not an unique solution due to the trade-offs among the factors.132

Therefore, GIT cannot produce absolute source and site terms and two a-priori constraints are needed133

to restore the uniqueness of the solution (which is a solution relative to the assumed constraints).134

In this study, we assume a reference distance Rref = 6 km for the attenuation where we apply the135

constraint LogA(Rref , f) = 0, and we assume a reference site condition expressed by:136

1

Nr

Nr
∑

k=1

LogZk = Γ(f) (3)

where the average amplification for a set of Nr selected sites is constrained to coincide with the ampli-137

fication function Γ(f) (Pacor et al., 2016). The Nr stations are selected by performing a preliminary138

inversion where we constrain the logarithm of average amplification of all stations to 0. The stations139

selected for entering in equation (3) are picked up among those showing almost flat amplifications with140

amplitude below the average (see Figure S2 of the Electronic supplements). In addition, we require141

that the reference stations are installed at sites with measured vs30 (average shear wave velocity of the142
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uppermost 30m) above 700 m/s, where the vs30 are extracted from (Rekoske et al., 2020). Regard-143

ing the reference amplification function Γ(f), we considered the crustal amplification model for the144

National Earthquake Hazards Program (NEHRP) B/C boundary multiplied by an exponential term145

with k0 = 0.034 s (Campbell and Boore, 2016). In the following, in solving equation (2), the spectral146

attenuation is smoothed by requiring the second derivative with distance to be small (Castro et al.,147

1990).148

Once the source terms S(f) are isolated from the other factors, seismic moments (M0) and corner149

frequencies fc are estimated by fitting a ω−2 model to the non-parametric source spectra, that is:150

LogS(f) = LogK + LogM0 +
1

1 +
(

f
fc

)2 (4)

The constant K in equation (4) absorbs all the constants relating the low-frequency plateau level to151

the seismic moment for the far-field source displacement, as well as the offset arising from the trade-off152

between source and site terms in equation (1). The constant K is determined by constraining the153

average seismic moments of earthquakes with moment magnitude Mw < 5 to the values extracted from154

the ComCat catalog. In this way, the moment magnitudes derived in this study are compatible, on155

average, with Mw from ComCat. Due to the limited band width towards low frequencies, individual156

seismic moments of events with Mw > 5 are constrained to the values extracted from ComCat (as157

shown in Figure S3a of the Supplementary materials).158

GIT results159

The non-parametric spectral attenuation curves are shown in Figure 3a and listed in Table S1 of160

the Electronic supplements. The rate of attenuation is generally increasing with frequency and the161

frequency dependence is stronger above 60 km. At distances approaching zero, the spectral attenuation162

curves tend to saturate. Curves at frequencies lower than about 5 Hz show a flat trend, or even bumps,163

for distances between 60 and 120 km, as consequence of secondary arrivals present within the analysed164

time windows, such as reflections from the mid-lower crust and Moho (Burger et al., 1987; Somerville165

and Yoshimura, 1990; Liu and Tsai, 2009; Chapman and Godbee, 2012). The expected travel times166

of Moho reflections (SmS) in the study area are shown in Figure S4 of the Electronic supplements. In167

Figure 3a, the attenuation curves above 20 Hz are limited to 150 km to preserve a good signal to noise168

ratio.169
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The relative site amplification functions are shown in Figure 3b, along with the reference amplifi-170

cation Γ(f) entering in equation (3). With respect to the assumed reference, the site amplifications at171

different sites show a large variability, being the 5th and 95th percentiles separated by almost a factor172

10 for frequencies below 10 Hz. Above 10 Hz, there is a strong impact of the near surface attenuation173

(k0 parameter) which reduces significantly the amplification levels, although the overall variability of174

the site amplifications increases. A detailed discussion about the impact of site effects on ground175

motion variability during the Ridgecrest sequence is provided by (Parker et al., 2020).176

The acceleration source spectra obtained through the non parametric GIT inversion are shown in177

Figure 3c. In order to determine the seismic moment M0 and the corner frequency fc of each event,178

the source spectra are fitted with an ω−2 model as in equation (4). The stress drop ∆σ is derived from179

the seismic moment and the source radius r (Eshelby, 1957; Keilis-Borok, 1959):180

∆σ =
7

16

M0

r3
(5)

Assuming a circular crack model with uniform stress drop, the relationship between source radius181

and corner frequency fc is given by (Brune, 1970; Madariaga, 1976):182

r =
kβ

fc
(6)

where the constant k in equation (6) depend on the assumed rupture model, and we use shear-wave183

velocities β derived from the 1D velocity model of (Hauksson and Unruh, 2007), fixing the P- to184

S-waves velocity ratio to 1.73. Ridgecrest and Indian Wells Valley regions are considered areas of185

relative high stress drop in southern California (Hauksson, 2015). As discussed in several studies,186

e.g., (Kaneko and Shearer, 2014; Trugman and Shearer, 2017; Shearer et al., 2019; Trugman, 2020),187

stress drop values are model dependent, with estimates conditional on the choice for the rupture model188

in equation (6) and on the value assumed for the high frequency falloff n (e.g., n = 2 in equation189

4). Observed deviations from self-similarity have been related to a trade-off with n for earthquakes190

in California by (Trugman and Shearer, 2017; Trugman, 2020). Since our aim is not to discuss the191

absolute values of ∆σ but to use ∆σ for interpreting the ground motion variability, we compute ∆σ192

under standard assumptions, i.e., n = 2 and k= 0.38 (Kaneko and Shearer, 2014), and discussing the193

relative variations of the estimates. The resulting seismic moment versus corner frequencies scaling is194
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shown in Figure 3d, where the radiated energy is computed from the squared source velocity spectra195

corrected for limited band effects following (Ide and Beroza, 2001). The source parameters are listed196

in Table S2 of the Electronic supplements.197

For Mw < 4, the 10th, 50th, 90th percentiles of the ∆σ distribution are equal to 1.2, 2.9 and198

7.2 MPa, respectively; for 4 ≤ Mw < 5, the median of the ∆σ distribution increases and the 10th,199

50th and 90th percentiles become 2.6, 5. and 9.3 MPa, respectively. Above magnitude 5, the limited200

bandwidth towards low frequencies does not allow to estimate simultaneously M0 and fc. Therefore,201

we constrain M0 to the values corresponding to the Mw of ComCat and we estimate the values of202

fc which provide the best fit in terms of ω−2 model. The stress drop obtained for the four events203

with magnitude between 5 and 5.5 are 3.7, 5.9, 6.0, 8.9 MPa, confirming the increase of ∆σ for larger204

events. The standard deviation of the overall Log(∆σ) distribution is about 0.3, smaller than typical205

variability observed in recent studies (0.35-0.45 Log units, e.g., (Baltay et al., 2013; Oth et al., 2017;206

Trugman and Shearer, 2017; Trugman, 2020)). Indeed, the ∆σ distribution shows both left and right207

tails lighter than a normal distribution (see figure S5 in the supplements), suggesting that applied208

data selection and processing could have censored extreme values, leading to an underestimation of209

the stress drop variability.210

The Mw 6.4 and 7.1 mainshocks of the 2019 Ridgecrest sequence are multi-segment events that211

ruptured orthogonal faults, e.g. (Liu et al., 2020; Goldberg et al., 2020). The Mw 6.4 was a double212

earthquake where dynamic triggering allowed the rupture to jump across a step over and grown on213

a large fault segment (Goldberg et al., 2020; Lomax, 2020). Moreover, several studies indicated that214

the 6.4 event has probably statically triggered the Mw 7.1 one, e.g., (Goldberg et al., 2020; Chen et215

al., 2020; Qiu et al., 2020), and the rupture of the Mw 7.1 first propagated as crack-rupture and then216

evolved over different fault-segments as slip-pulses towards the Coso volcanic area and the Garlock217

fault (Chen et al., 2020). Therefore, the determination of the source parameters of the mainshocks218

would deserve a dedicated study. In order to extend our study of the ground motion variability also219

to the mainshocks, here we provide a first order assessment of ∆σ by considering an oversimplified220

model. We estimate ∆σ by considering an elliptical crack model with semi-axis equal to a = L/2 and221

b = W/2, that is:222

∆σ =
3

4
η
M0

πab2
(7)
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where η is a function of the Poisson’s modulus (here assumed equal to 0.25), of the aspect ratio223

a/b and of the complete elliptical integrals of the first and second kind (Eshelby, 1957; Denolle and224

Shearer, 2016). If we use the empirical relationships of (Thingbaijam et al., 2017) for strike slip events,225

we obtain L=78 km, W=20.4 km for Mw 7.1 and L= 26 km, W= 13.4 km for Mw 6.4. Applying a226

reduction factor of 0.75 and 0.9 for L and W, respectively, to account for the fact that the actual rupture227

is expected to be shorter than the length and width of the entire rupture (Mai and Beroza, 2000), we228

obtain ∆σ=5.2 and 7.5 MPa, for generic Mw 6.4 and 7.1 strike slip events, respectively. Several229

studies investigated the coseismic rupture process of the mainshocks using geodetic and seismological230

observations. The surface displacement caused by the Mw 7.1, as mapped by satellite images and231

geodetic observations, corresponds to a rupture about 46 km long (Barnhart et al., 2019; Li et al.,232

2020; Chen et al., 2020). For L=46km and W=15km, from equation 7 we get ∆σ=14.7 MPa; using233

L=15km and W=12km for the Mw 6.4 event, we get ∆σ = 7.5MPa. Although these values are based234

on oversimplified models and they could be affected by large uncertainties (at least a factor 2), in the235

following we use these values as first order estimates for discussing the ground motion variability.236

Figure 4 summarizes the dependency of ∆σ on both Mw (panel a) and hypocentral depth (panel237

b). As shown by the 10th, 50th, and 90th quantiles of smoothing splines (Koenker et al., 1994),238

∆σ increases with both parameters, in agreement with recent studies (Parker et al., 2020; Trugman,239

2020). The Pearson correlation coefficients are significantly different from 0 at 95% confidence level240

and equal to 0.135 (with 95% confidence interval equal to CI=0.091-0.178) and 0.338 (CI=0.297-241

0.377) for the dependencies on Mw and depth, respectively. The best weighted least squares fits (for242

details, see Figure S6 of the Supplements to this article) are Log(∆σ) = 0.1544Mw + 0.0058 and243

Log(∆σ) = 0.0357Z + 0.3294, with depth Z measured in km and ∆σ in MPa. The slope of the244

magnitude dependent relationship implies an exponent ǫ for the Mo ∝ f
−(3+ǫ)
c relationship (Kanamori245

and Rivera, 2004) equal to 0.1. This value of ǫ generates a departure from self-similarity weaker246

than the value ǫ = 0.21 obtained by (Trugman, 2020) analyzing 11370 events with magnitudes mostly247

distributed between 2 and 2.5 (see Figure S5 for a comparison of the models). It is worth remembering248

that, although the spectral decomposition is expected to retrieve reliable source spectra and source249

parameters over the analyzed magnitude range, e.g. (Bindi et al., 2020), the choice of considering an250

ω−2 source model has an impact on ǫ. For a detailed discussion about the connection between the251

n− ǫ trade-off and the departure from self-similarity, see (Trugman, 2020). Regarding the dependence252
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of ∆σ on depth, the slope obtained in this study is in agreement with (Trugman, 2020) (see Figure S5253

of Supplements).254

In Figure 4, the radiated energy is also provided. In particular, the median of logarithm of the255

scaled energy for Mw < 5 is -4.57, with [5-95]% confidence interval given by [-5.15,-4.03] (Figure256

4c), where the reference value used by (Kanamori, 1977) and (Hanks and Kanamori, 1979) to define257

Mw for large earthquakes is Log(5x10−5) = −4.3, see also (Choy and Boatwright, 1995). The scaled258

energy shows a weak dependence on seismic moment, being the slope of the best least-squares fit equal259

to = 0.06 ± 0.01 (Figure 4d). For the two largest earthquakes, we estimated the radiated energy260

using teleseismic recordings and following (Di Giacomo et al., 2010). The station distribution and261

the distribution of the obtained station energy magnitudes are shown in Figure S7 of the Electronic262

supplements. The obtained energy estimates are 5.3x1013 J and 3.6x1014 J, in good agreement with the263

IRIS values (5.4x1013 J and 4.8x1014 J, see Data and Resources). These values correspond to scaled264

energy equal to -4.98 and -5.2, values close to 15th and 5th percentiles of the distribution for Mw < 5265

(Figure 3f). As observed by (Liu et al., 2020), low values of scaled radiated energy along with the266

low rupture velocity that characterized these events could suggest high fracture energy and/or longer267

slip-weakening distance, features that could be connected to the immaturity of the fault system.268

LOCAL MAGNITUDE269

In order to assign an homogeneous local magnitude to all considered earthquakes, we calibrate a local270

magnitude scale following a non-parametric approach (Savage and Anderson, 1995; Bindi et al., 2019b),271

based on a schema similar to equation (2) but applied to the Wood-Anderson maximum amplitudes:272

LogAij(Rij) = Mli + anLogA0(Rn) + an+1LogA0(Rn+1) + dMlCj (8)

where Aij is the maximum Wood-Anderson amplitude in mm measured for event i recorded at273

the hypocentral distance Rij ; Mli is the local magnitude of event i; A0 is the zero-magnitude atten-274

uation function determined as table of values an, linearly interpolated between nodes n and n + 1,275

where Rn ≤ Rij < Rn+1; dMlCj is the magnitude correction of station j, where C can be either276

north-south (NS) or east-west (EW), considering the two horizontal components as independent mea-277

surements (Uhrhammer et al., 2011). In this study, co-located strong motion (channels HN or HL)278
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and velocimetric (channel HH) sensors are treated as two different stations sharing the same location.279

We synthetize the Wood-Anderson seismograms considering 2080 as gain (Uhrhammer and Collins,280

1990). Regarding the reference distance where to anchor the attenuation function to the Richter one,281

we use Rref = 17 km (Hutton and Boore, 1987) and we constrain the station corrections dMlCΩ for a282

set of stations j ∈ Ω to zero. We use as reference set Ω the same set of stations used for the spectral283

decomposition.284

Magnitude results285

Figure 5 compares the calibrated LogA0 function (listed in Table S3 of the Electronic supplements)286

with both the parametric models for Southern California (Hutton and Boore, 1987) and the attenuation287

function proposed by (Uhrhammer et al., 2011) to integrate the models developed for southern and288

northern California. The 100 bootstrap curves show a very narrow spread, meaning that the median289

model is well constrained by data and it shows a low epistemic uncertainty. Only below 3 km the spread290

is visible, as expected from the reduced data availability. The attenuation is similar to (Uhrhammer291

et al., 2011) for CISN (California Integrate Seismological Network) in the distance range from 3 to 20292

km; between 20 and 60 km, the non-parametric model shows a faster decay than CISN and Southern293

California models, reaching a difference up to 0.3-0.4 magnitude units around 60 km. Between 60 and294

120 km, the non-parametric model shows a weaker attenuation, similar to the behavior observed for295

the spectral attenuation at intermediate frequencies (Figure 3), bringing LogA0 close to the parametric296

models. Above 120 km, the attenuation rate is similar to the rate of the CISN model. The behavior of297

the LogA0 functions suggest that between 30 and 100 km, some differences in the station magnitudes298

computed using our model should be expected. The attenuation model derived in this study deviates299

from the trend of the (Uhrhammer et al., 2011) and (Hutton and Boore, 1987) models also below 3300

km; although these distances are not well sampled by data, the obtained saturation agrees with the301

expectations from (Luckett et al., 2018) and the results obtained for Europe by (Bindi et al., 2019b).302

The magnitude station corrections are shown in Figure 6 (and listed in Table S4 of the Electronic303

supplements), where the results for the two horizontal components are compared with the station304

correction of the CISN model. For the HN and HL channels, we compared dMLC with the CISN305

correction computed for the co-located HH channel. The magnitude corrections show a good correlation306

(please note that the correction has opposite sign between respective models), with the tendency of the307
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CISN corrections to saturate for positive values (rock-like sites) with respect to this study. The crosses308

in Figure 6 indicate the stations in the reference set Ω. A linear regression dMC = (a + b dMCISN )309

considering the HH channels produces the best fit models (a, b) = (0.17 ± 0.01,−0.96 ± 0.05) and310

(a, b) = (0.16 ± 0.01,−0.94 ± 0.05) for the EW and NS components, respectively. The offset between311

the two set of magnitude corrections is connected to different choices for set of reference stations.312

The median CISN corrections for the reference stations in Ω are 0.15 and 0.18 for the EW and NS313

components, respectively, values close to the intercept of the best fit linear models.314

The local magnitudes computed in this study are shown in Figure 7, along with the magnitude315

values extracted from ComCat. The preferred magnitudes disseminated through ComCat are mostly316

local (below 3.5) or moment (above 3.5) magnitudes but, between magnitude 3 and 6, a revised local317

magnitude (named Mlr) is also computed. Mlr was introduced by SCEDC in late 2015 to reduce318

the over-estimation of Ml with respect to Mw for earthquakes above magnitude 3.5 in California. The319

local magnitudes are in good agreement, being the values obtained in this study 0.08 m.u. larger320

on average than the catalog ones, whereas Mw and Mlr are on average 0.24 m.u. larger than Ml321

from this study. The best fit least squares model for the relationship between the local magnitudes322

derived in this study with respect to ComCat is shown in Figure S3b of the Electronic supplements.323

Figure 8 compares the station corrections dMlC with the GIT site amplifications extracted for three324

frequencies, 0.5, 3 and 10 Hz. We recall that the synthesized Wood-Anderson recordings are high pass325

filtered displacement waveforms, since this instrument has a corner frequency at 1.25 Hz (i.e., a period326

of 0.8 s). As expected, the magnitude station corrections show the strongest correlation with the site327

amplifications at intermediate frequencies, around 3 Hz, whereas filtering effects of the instrument,328

high frequencies amplifications and near-surface attenuation effects reduce the correlation below 1 Hz329

and above 10 Hz.330

GROUND MOTION MODELS331

We calibrate a Ground Motion Model (GMM) for the amplitude Fourier spectra, considering the332

following model:333

LogFAS = F (M) +G(n1, n2, n3;Log(R), Ra, Rb) +Q(k1; k2;R,Ra, Rb) + δBe + δS2S + ǫ (9)
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where the magnitude term is given by:334

F (M) = e1 + b1(M − 3.5) + b2(M − 3.5)2 (10)

and the distance-dependent attenuation terms are given by:335

G(n1, n2, n3;Log(R), Ra, Rb) =

=
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(11)

Q(k;R,Ra, Rb) =

=































0 if R < Ra

k1(R−Ra)/100 Ra ≤ R < Rb

k1(Rb −Ra)/100 + k2(R−Rb)/100 otherwise

(12)

In equation 9, δBe are inter-event random effects described by a normal distribution with zero336

mean and standard deviation τ ; δS2S are the inter-station random effects described by a zero mean337

normal distribution with standard deviation φS2S ; ǫ are the event and station corrected residuals,338

described by a zero mean normal distribution with standard deviation φ. Following the spectral339

decomposition analysis, the hinge distances Ra and Rb in equations (11) and (12) are fixed to 10 and340

60 km, respectively. The model in equation (9) is calibrated three times, each time considering a341

different magnitude scale, i.e. local, moment and catalog magnitudes.342

Results GMM343

The coefficients of GMMs developed for the three magnitude scales are listed in Tables S5 through344

S13, along with their errors and the standard deviations of the residual distributions. Figure 9 shows345
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the distance scaling of the GMM for different frequencies, along with attenuation values averaged over346

different frequency intervals. The main attenuation features shown by parametric distance scaling347

resemble those obtained with the non-parametric spectral decomposition (Figure 3) with stronger348

frequency dependence above 60 km and with a flattening or bumps in the attenuation curves between349

about 60 and 120 km for low frequencies. The GMMmedian model describes well both the attenuation350

and source scaling of the spectral amplitudes, as confirmed by the distribution of the residual ǫ versus351

magnitude and distance, exemplified in Figure 10 at 3 Hz.352

The standard deviations of the different random effects are compared in Figure 11 for the three353

magnitude choices. The overall aleatory variability σ is dominated by site contribution φS2S , which354

shows a strong increase above 10 Hz, in agreement with the variability of the site amplifications from the355

spectral decomposition shown in Figure 3. The large site to site variability observed at high frequencies356

is a characteristics of the ground motion models when derived in the Fourier domain instead of for357

response spectra, as discussed by (Bindi et al., 2017), and already observed for California by (Bayeless358

and Abrahamson, 2019) (their Figure 12) and for Europe by (Bindi et al., 2019c) (their Figure 13).359

The inter-event variability τ is providing the lowest contribution and only marginally impact over the360

overall variability σ at low or intermediate frequencies, depending on the magnitude type. We will361

discuss the dependency of τ on the selected magnitude in the next sections, using the results from the362

different analysis performed in this study.363

DISCUSSIONS364

The earthquake size is captured differently by different magnitude scales (Choy and Boatwright, 1995;365

Bormann and Di Giacomo, 2011): while Mw is measuring the earthquake size from the static point366

of view (seismic moment), Ml is influenced by dynamic characteristics of the rupture process such as367

rupture velocity and stress drop (Deichmann, 2017, 2018). Therefore, the aleatory variability of the368

inter-event residuals δBe is expected to be influenced by the choice on the magnitude scale considered as369

explanatory variable, and the differences are expected to be frequency dependent. These expectations370

are confirmed by the values of the standard deviation τ shown in Figure 11: when Mw is used, τ371

is the lowest at low frequencies (below 1 Hz) whereas τ for Ml becomes the lowest at intermediate372

frequencies, around 3 Hz. At high frequencies, τ for Ml is still lower than for Mw whereas τ for the373

ComCat magnitudes (which is a mixture of local and moment magnitudes) is never the lowest.374
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The differences in τ are further inspected in Figure 12 by looking at the inter-event residual distri-375

bution at 0.72 Hz and 3 Hz. At 3 Hz, the distribution for Ml is much narrower than for Mw, indicating376

that the median model for Ml better captures the source related variability of spectral amplitudes at377

intermediate frequencies, where most of the corner frequencies of the analysed data set are distributed.378

Moving towards lower frequencies, the δBe distribution for Mw becomes the narrowest, as expected379

over a frequency range controlled by the seismic moment.380

The dependence of δBe on the implemented magnitude type has also an impact on the statistical381

uncertainty (epistemic) of the median model, often referred to as σµ (Al Atik and Youngs, 2014).382

Figure 13 shows σµ for different scenarios corresponding to magnitudes (Ml and Mw) varying from 3383

to 7 and fixing the hypocentral distance at 30 km. Several features are shown by σµ: it increases with384

magnitude, in particular above magnitude 5; it is larger for Ml at low frequencies and for Mw at high385

frequencies; for Mw = 7, σµ has a broad minimum between about 0.6 and 2 Hz and, decreasing the386

magnitude, this range broadens; for Ml = 7, σµ shows a narrow minimum around 3 Hz and, decreasing387

the magnitude, the minimum broadens; for a magnitude 7, σµ is smaller for Ml at 3 Hz than for Mw388

at 0.8 Hz. Finally, considering the same magnitude value, the σµ curves for Mw and Ml crosses close389

to 1.5 Hz, i.e., for any fixed magnitude value, the epistemic uncertainty is larger for Ml below 1.5 Hz390

and larger for Mw above 1.5 Hz. Therefore, the epistemic uncertainty depends on the magnitude type391

and which is the preferred type (minimization of σµ) depends on the frequency range of interest.392

Since the ∆σ variations leave an imprint in Ml, the reduction of τ for Ml around 3 Hz is expected393

if the inter-event residuals at intermediate/high frequencies show some degree of correlation with ∆σ.394

The spectral decomposition analysis showed that the variability of ∆σ is pretty limited for the analysed395

data set, about a factor 10. To enhance the detection of a correlation between δBe and ∆σ, Figure 14396

compares trend analysis between δBe and ∆σ considering the GMMs for Ml and Mw and 6 different397

frequencies between 0.5 Hz and 10 Hz. The trend curves are the results of fitting a generalized additive398

model to data, using cubic regression splines (see Data and Resources). At low frequencies (0.5 Hz),399

there is not correlation considering Mw and a negative correlation for Ml. We can explain this negative400

correlation with the fact that a large stress drop implies a Ml larger than Mw and since this Ml is401

used over the whole frequency range, it causes over predictions at low frequencies which are controlled402

by Mw. Increasing the frequency, the correlation for Ml disappears and the correlation for the Mw403

model increases, in particular between 3 and 6 Hz. At high frequencies (10 Hz in Figure 14), the404
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δBe variability is influenced not only by ∆σ and the correlation weakens. We can conclude that also405

for the analyzed data set, there is a dependency of δBe on ∆σ at intermediate frequencies which is406

captured by considering Ml as explanatory variable; this choice anyway implies a degradation of the407

performances at low frequencies.408

The scaling between Ml and Mw is shown in Figure 15a. We fit a linear model with one break-409

point by applying a segmented regression (Muggeo, 2003). The obtained optimal break point (BP)410

is located at MwBP = 4.2 ± 0.05 and the slopes are 1.25, with 5-95 confidence interval given by411

CI=[1.23-1.26], and 0.88, with CI=[0.82-0.94], below and above MwBP , respectively. The intercept412

of the best fit model is −0.69 and the very high coefficient of determination R2 = 0.97 suggests that413

model well capture the data variability. Theoretical expectations (Deichmann, 2017) are a one-to-one414

scaling for large events (over the range for which Ml is not saturating) and Ml ∝ 1.5Mw for events415

below a certain threshold magnitude. The values obtained for the study area are very similar to those416

obtained the central Italy by (Malagnini and Munafò, 2018), who found a break-point located at about417

Ml = 4.3 and slopes 2/3 for the branch below the break-point and 1.28 for the upper branch. For418

the Ridgecrest region, (Trugman, 2020) found a slightly steeper relationship for low magnitudes, i.e.,419

Mw ∝ 0.74Ml, in very good agreement with the model derived by (Ross et al., 2016) for the region420

around the San Jacinto fault zone (southern California). Indeed, if we extrapolate the model derived421

in this study towards lower magnitudes, we obtain both a slightly weaker scaling and a positive offset422

with respect to the model derived by (Trugman, 2020) (see Figure S3c of the Electronic supplements).423

These differences could be ascribed to both the extrapolation towards magnitude much smaller than424

those used in the calibration of this study and to biases that could affect the magnitude scales used in425

the different studies (gray filled ribbon in Figure S3c).426

For a given event moment magnitude, the spread over the corresponding Ml values scales with ∆σ.427

Figure 15b shows the dependence of ∆M = Ml−Mw on stress drop. Grouping Mw into three intervals428

(i.e., 3 ≤ Mw; 3 < Mw ≤ 3.5; 3.5 < Mw ≤ 6), the best fit lines are ∆M = −0.073 + 0.149Log(∆σ),429

∆M = 0.007+0.211Log(∆σ), and ∆M = 0.075+0.281Log(∆σ), respectively, with ∆σ in MPa. These430

relationships confirm that the differences between Mw and Ml are a first order indicator for stress431

drop variability.432
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CONCLUSIONS433

In this study, we evaluated the impact of the magnitude selection on the event-specific ground motion434

variability associated to a ground motion model calibrated for the Ridgecrest region in California. In435

order to develop the model and to discuss the inter-event residuals, we performed a spectral decompo-436

sition to obtain the source parameters, in particular an estimate of the seismic moment for all events437

and their Brune stress drop, and we calibrated an ad-hoc local magnitude scale. The main conclusions438

of the spectral decomposition analysis are:439

• attenuation: the spectral attenuation curves confirmed the important role played by secondary ar-440

rivals, such as reflections from main crustal discontinuities, in modulating the spectral amplitude441

decay at low-intermediate frequencies. In particular, the attenuation curves show a flattening442

and bumps over hypocentral distances between 60 and 120 km and for frequencies below 6 Hz.443

• site amplification: below 10 Hz, the site amplifications show a large variability, of the order of444

a factor 10; above 10 Hz, the near surface attenuation described through the kappa parameter,445

strongly reduce the amplifications but the overall variability increases.446

• source: the spectral decomposition provided the non-parametric source spectra for about 2000447

earthquakes; seismic moments and corner frequencies were obtained fitting an ω−2 source model448

and the stress drop computed considering the Brune circular rupture model. The 5th and 95th449

percentiles of the ∆σ distribution are 1 and 9.2 MPa, respectively, with median equal to 3. MPa;450

stress drop values increase with both depth and magnitude, showing a weak departure from self-451

similarity. The median scaled energy (radiated energy to seismic moment ratio) of earthquakes452

with Mw < 5 is -4.57; the Mw 6.4 and 7.1 mainshocks are characterized by very low scaled453

energy (-5 and -5.2, respectively), in agreement with previous studies.454

The calibration of a non-parametric local magnitude scale for the study area showed that the magnitude455

attenuation function has a decay similar to the (Uhrhammer et al., 2011) model for distances between456

3 and 25 km, and for distances above 120 km, but the models deviate between 25 and 120 km.457

Secondary arrivals observed for the spectral analysis have also an impact on the magnitude attenuation458

function and differences up to 0.4 magnitude units with respect to previous calibrated parametric459

models are observed for distances between 30 and 100 km; for distances below 3 km, the model460

calibrated in this study shows saturation of the attenuation. Regarding the station corrections, they461
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are in good agreement with those calibrated by (Uhrhammer et al., 2011), and they show also a462

good correlation with the amplifications obtained through the spectral decomposition at intermediate463

frequencies, around 3 Hz. When Ml is compared with Mw, the local versus moment magnitude scaling464

is well described by a piece-wise linear model with break-point at Ml = 4.2 and slopes 1.25 and 0.88465

for the lower and upper branch, respectively. Moreover, the difference between the local and moment466

magnitudes is a first order indicator for the ∆σ variability.467

Finally, merging all results together, we conclude that the selection of the magnitude scale has a468

strong impact on the inter-event residuals and, in particular, on the frequency dependence of their469

standard deviation τ . Mw better describes the inter-event variability below 2 Hz whereas Ml better470

captures the variability at higher frequencies, with a minimum τ around 3 Hz. At intermediate fre-471

quencies (between 3 and 8 Hz, about), the inter-event residuals for the GMM based on Mw show a472

correlation with stress drop; this correlation disappears when Ml is used. The choice of the magnitude473

type used as explanatory variable has an impact also on the statistical uncertainty σµ of the median474

model: for any fixed magnitude value, the epistemic uncertainty is larger for Ml below 1.5 Hz and475

larger for Mw above 1.5 Hz. In conclusion, future effort should be devoted to the development of476

ground motion models where the source component is not only constructed over the moment mag-477

nitude (earthquake size) but includes also predictors informative for dynamic features of the rupture478

process (earthquake strength).479

Data and Resources480

Seismological data used in this study have been downloaded from IRIS, Incorporated Research Insti-481

tutions for Seismology (https : //www.iris.edu) and Southern California Earthquake Data Center,482

SCEDC (https : //scedc.caltech.edu/index.html). The ANSS Comprehensive Earthquake Catalog,483

ComCat (https : //earthquake.usgs.gov/data/comcat/) has been download from United States Geo-484

logical Survey, USGS webservice (http : //earthquake.usgs.gov/fdsnws/event/1/query).485

The software stream2segment is available at https : //github.com/rizac/stream2segment; the486

International Federation of Digital Seismograph Networks-FDSN specifications are available at http :487

//www.fdsn.org/ and, in particular, the Standard for the Exchange of Earthquake Data (SEED)488

manual is available at http : //www.fdsn.org/pdf/SEEDManual.489

The IRIS energy estimates for the Mw 6.4 and 7.1 earthquakes, determined following (Convers and490
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Newman, 2011), are available at https : //doi.org/10.17611/DP/EQE.1. Maps have been prepared491

with Generic mapping tools-GMT (Wessel et al., 2013). In Figure 1, focal mechanisms have been taken492

from Global Centroid Moment Tensor project-CMT (https:// www.globalcmt.org), Quaternary faults493

from USGS (https://www.usgs.gov/natural-hazards/), topography from Shuttle Radar Topography494

Mission project-SRTM (Jarvis et al., 2008). Travel time and efficiency computations for Figure S3495

have been performed with Pyrocko (Heimann et al., 2017), available at https://pyrocko.org/. The496

derivation of the models was performed using R software (R Core Team, 2018) and, in particular,497

ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016), sparseM (Koenker and Ng, 2017), Matrix (Bates and Maechler, 2017), dplyr498

(Wickham et al., 2018), minpack.lm (Elzhov et al., 2016). All webpages last visited on April 2020.499
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Figure 1: Map with earthquake (white circles) and station (triangles) locations. The legend reports the
local magnitude station corrections δME for the east-west horizontal component. The focal mechanisms
of the 2019, Mw 6.4 and 7.1 earthquakes are taken from GCMT (see Data and Resources). Three black
circles are centered at the Mw 7.1 epicenter and have radius equal to 50, 100 and 200 km. The color
version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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Figure 2: Catalog magnitude (ComCat) versus hypocentral distance density plot, where the legend
reports the number of recordings (count) per magnitude-distance combination. The color version of
this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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Figure 3: GIT results and source scaling. a) spectral attenuation curves for individual frequencies
and average attenuation over different frequency ranges as indicated in the legend; the attenuation
models corresponding to the inverse of the distance and its square (dashed lines) are provided for
reference. b) site amplifications for all considered stations and for the set of reference stations; the
reference model Γ(f) of equation 3 corresponds to the crustal amplification for the B/C boundary
and k0 = 0.034 s Campbell and Boore (2016); for each frequency, the 5th and 95th percentiles of the
spectral amplifications are evaluated considering all stations. c) Non parametric acceleration source
spectra. d) Seismic moment versus corner frequency scaling for the best fit ω−2 models, where Es is
the radiated energy estimated from the source spectra (not applied to the Mw 6.4 and 7.1 mainshocks).
Squares indicate earthquakes with seismic moment fixed from ComCat. The color version of this figure
is available only in the electronic edition.
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Figure 4: Source scaling. a) Stress drop versus moment magnitude, with depth values used to fill the
symbols. b) Stress drop versus hypocentral depth, with Mw values used to fill the symbols. In panels
a) and b), lines represent the result of quantile smoothing splines analysis Koenker et al. (1994), where
the 10th, 50th and 90th percentiles are shown. c) Distribution of the logarithm of the radiated energy
to seismic moment ratio (scaled energy) for earthquakes with Mw smaller than 5. d) Scaled energy
versus seismic moment distribution with the best fit line indicating the scaling for Mw < 5; open
circles indicate earthquakes with seismic moment constrained using Mw extracted from ComCat; the
results for the Mw 6.4 and 7.1 mainshocks are indicated with rectangles (for these events, the energy
have been estimated from teleseismic analysis). The color version of this figure is available only in the
electronic edition.
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Figure 5: Non-parametric magnitude attenuation function LogA0 calibrated in this study (bootstrap
analysis) and models derived by Hutton and Boore (1987) and Uhrhammer et al. (2011). The color
version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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Figure 6: Station corrections obtained in this study versus those of Uhrhammer et al. (2011). In the
left panel, the station correction for channels HH are compared (white for EW component, gray for
NS component), in the right panel accelerometric stations are considered (using for Uhrhammer et al
the station correction of the corresponding HH channel). Crosses are indicating the selected reference
stations.
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Figure 7: Comparison between the local magnitude calibrated in this study (from bootstrap analysis)
and the catalog ones, which includes Ml, Mw, and Mlr magnitudes. The average offsets are shown as
dashed and dotted lines (see legend). The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic
edition.
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Figure 8: Site amplifications from GIT and local magnitude station corrections for three frequencies
(0.5, 3.0, and 10 Hz), and the two hozitontal components (gray: East-West; white: North-South).
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Figure 9: Distance scaling of the GMM. Thick curves are the average attenuation over frequency ranges
as indicated in the legend. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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Figure 10: Distance and magnitude dependencies of the event station corrected residuals ǫ at 3Hz,
considering the GMM derived using the local magnitude.
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Figure 11: Standard deviations of GMMs calibrated considering the three different magnitude scales
(ComCat, Ml and Mw, from left to right). The standard deviation of the inter-event residuals is
indicated with τ .
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Figure 12: Inter-event residuals δBe for two frequencies (left: 0.7Hz; right: 3 Hz) and for the three
magnitude scales considered in this study (ComCat, Ml and Mw from top to bottom). Dotted lines
correspond to ± one τ standard deviation.
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Figure 13: Standard deviations σµ considering Mw (black dotted) and Ml (gray), for scenarios corre-
sponding to magnitudes between 3 and 7 and an hypocentral distance of 30 km.
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Figure 14: Inter events δBe trends with stress drop ∆σ for 6 frequencies between 0.5 and 10 Hz. The
results for Ml and Mw are shown as indicated in the legend. The color version of this figure is available
only in the electronic edition.
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Figure 15: Comparison between Ml and Mw derived in this study. Top: result of the segmented
regression; bottom: results of the linear fits between the magnitude differences and the logarithm of
∆σ, considering three different magnitude ranges as indicated in legend. The color version of this
figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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Supplementary materials

The Supplementary materials document includes 7 Figures and 13 electronic tables.

Figure S1: Data distribution

Figure S1 shows the number of available recordings as function of the hypocentral distance, considering 4 different magnitude ranges as

indicated within each frame. The density of stations in the Los Angeles basin increases the density of data points for distances above 100 km;

the median distances, reported as vertical dotted lines, increase with magnitude (i.e., 104, 116, 136, and 147 km considering the magnitude

ranges from the smallest to the largest, respectively) .

Figure S2: Reference site selection

In order to select the reference stations for the spectral decomposition (equation 3), we run a preliminary inversion setting the average

amplification of all station to 1 (i.e., Γ(f) = 0 in equation 3). Figure S2 shows the 5-95 percentiles of the amplifications obtained at all

stations (blue). Those stations with 50th percentile of the cumulative amplification distribution lower than 0.8, a difference between the 95th

and 5th percentiles lower than 1 and the 95th percentile lower than 1.5 are selected as candidate reference sites (red). Among all candidates,

only those stations installed at sites with vs30 ≥ 700m/s are part of the final selection.

Figure S3: Comparison with ComCat magnitude

Figure S3 shows the comparison between the local and moment magnitudes derived in this study with those extracted from ComCat. The

comparison between the moment magnitudes is shown in Figure S3a. We recall that the seismic moments derived in this study are constrained

to agree on average with those from Comcat (equation 4 of the article). Figure S3b shows the comparison between the local magnitudes.

The best fit model is shown as dotted line and the best fit linear model is indicated within the panel. In Figure S3c, the local versus moment

magnitude relationship derived in this study is extrapolated towards magnitudes smaller than 2.5 (gray line) and compared to the model

obtained by Trugman (2020) for Ridgecrest (dashed line); the gray ribbon corresponds to the Trugman (2020) model modified by applying

the conversion between the ComCat local magnitudes and this study (i.e., the equation in Figure S3b) and adding an offet to Mw ranging

between 0 and 0.2 magnitude units.

Figure S4: SmS arrivals

Figure S3 shows the efficency (i.e., the product of all conversion/reflection coefficients along the path) versus distance (left) and the arrival

times of direct S and SmS waves considering CRUST2.0 model, the actual earthquake locations and distances. The top panels show the

computations for events deeper than 10 km; results for depths between 5 and 10 km are shown in the bottom panels. Computations are

performed using the module Cake of the Pyrocko library (Heimann et al. 2017) (see Data and Resources).

Figure S5: ∆σ distribution

Figure S4 shows the histogram of the ∆σ distribution (panel a) and the quantile-to-quantile plot (panel b) considering a normal distribution

as theoretical model. In panel a, the median and standard deviation of the best fitting normal distribution are 0.48 and 0.30 for the logarithm

in base 10 of ∆σ (indicated by vertical dotted lines), which correspond to a median value of ∆σ equal to 3 MPa with a factor 2 spread. Both

the left and right tails of the empirical distribution are lighter than those of the normal distribution.

Figure S6: ∆σ dependencies on magnitude and depth

Figure S5 shows the dependency of ∆σ on magnitude and depth. The best fitting regression lines are obtained by performing a weighted

least squares fit considering as weights either the inverse of the ∆σ variances (blue line) or the inverse of the number of records (red line)

within magnitude (Figure S5a) or depth (Figure S5b) bins.

• The selected magnitude discretization is:

(2.6,2.9];(2.9,3.2];(3.2,3.5];(3.5,3.8];(3.8,4.1];(4.1,4.4];(4.4,5];(5,7.1]
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• For each magnitude bin, the number of records (N) and the standard deviation (σ) of the stress drop are:

(N, σ)=(778,0.29);(575,0.29);(270,0.29);(131,0.28);(58,0.22);(30,0.22);(24,0.22);(6,0.14)

• The selected depth discretization is:

(0,1.5];(1.5,3];(3,4.5];(4.5,6];(6,7.5];(7.5,9];(9,10.5];(10.5,15] km

• For each depth bin, the number of records (N) and the standard deviation (σ) of the stress drop are:

(N, σ)=(285,0.32);(573,0.29);(287;0.30);(215,0.26);(197,0.23);(190,0.22);(137,0.21);(39,0.21)

The output of the regressions performed in R using the inverse of the number of points as weights are:

• rlm(formula = L10drop ∼ mw, data = subset(df, (mw <= 5 & mw >= 2.6)), weights = 1/Nmw)

(Value, Std. Error, t value)

Intercept: (0.0048,0.0323,0.1478)

Slope: (0.1544,0.0087,17.7179)

Residual standard error: 0.01419 on 1864 degrees of freedom

• rlm(formula = L10drop ∼ depth, data = subset(df, (mw <=7.1 & mw >= 2.6)), weights = 1/Ndepth)

(Value, Std. Error, t value)

Intercept: (0.3294, 0.0118, 27.8387)

Slope: (0.0357, 0.0017, 20.6340)

Residual standard error: 0.01586 on 1921 degrees of freedom

Figure S7: Energy magnitude at teleseismic distances

We computed the energy magnitude Me of the two mainshocks following the procedure of (Di Giacomo et al. 2010) based on numerical

Green’s functions for the global 1D reference earth model AK135Q (Kennet et al. 1995; Montagner andKennett 1996). Figure S6 shows the

distribution of the stations considered for the computation (left) and the obtained station magnitude values (right). The number of stations

used for the Mw 6.4 and 7.1 events are 817 and 1209, respectively. The obtained Me values are (6.2± 0.2) and (6.8± 0.2).

Table S1: spectral attenuation curves

Table S1 (file table S1.csv) lists the logarithm in base 10 of the non-parametric attenuation with distance curves. Distances in km are provided

in the first column (dist[km]); each other column lists the attenuation at a given frequency indicated in the column name.

Table S2: source parameters

Table S2 (file table S2.csv) lists the source parameters as follow: column 1 ComCat event ID; column 2 year month day of the origin time;

column 3 hour:minute:seconds of the origin time; column 4 latitude of hypocentral location; column 5 longitude of hypocentral location;

column 6 hypocentral depth in km; column 7 magnitude in ComCat; column 8 type of magnitude in ComCat; column 9 local magnitude

calibrated in this study; column 10 logarithm in base 10 of seismic moment measure in Nm; column 11 corner frequency; column 12 kappa

source in s; column 13 frequency from which kappa source is applied; column 14 moment magnitude derived in this study; column 15

radiated energy in J; column 16 stress drop in MPa.

Table S3: non-parametric Log(A0) attenuation

Table S3 (file table S3.csv) lists the non-parametric local magnitude attenuation function Log(A0). Distances are listed in the first column,

Log(A0) in the second column and the errors on Log(A0) evaluated through bootstrap analysis are given in the third column.

Table S4: magnitude station corrections

Table S4 (file table S4.csv) lists the local magnitude station corrections.

Tables S5, S6, S7: GMM coefficients

Tables S5, S6, S7 (files table S5.csv, table S6.csv, table S7.csv) list coefficients of the GMM developed for Mw, Ml and ComCat magnitude,

respectively (equation 9 of the main article).

Tables S8, S9, S10: errors over the GMM coefficients

Tables S8, S9, S10 (files table S8.csv, table S9.csv, table S10.csv) list the errors over the coefficients of the GMM developed for Mw, Ml
and ComCat magnitude, respectively (equation 9 of the main article).
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Tables S11, S12, S13: error for the GMM coefficients

Tables S11, S12, S13 (files table S11.csv, table S12.csv, table S13.csv) list the standard deviations of the GMM developed for Mw, Ml and

ComCat magnitude, respectively (equation 9 of the main article).
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Figure S1. Distribution of recordings with hypocentral distance for the data set used to calibrate the local magnitude scale, splitting the data set into four

different ComCat magnitude ranges; vertical dotted lines indicate the median distances.

Figure S2. Selection of candidates as reference sites (red) for the spectral decomposition approach. The vertical blue bars indicate the 5th-95th interval

of amplifications at the considered sites.
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Figure S3. Comparison with ComCat magnitude. a) Moment magnitude derived in this study versus Mw in ComCat, with symbol filled according to

hypocentral depth. b) Local magnitude derived in this study versus Ml in ComCat; the best fit line is shown as dotted line and the equation of the best fit

linear model is given in the frame. c) The local versus moment magnitude relationship is extrapolated towards magnitudes smaller than 2.5 (gray line)

and compared to the model derived by Trugman (2020) (dashed line); the gray ribbon corresponds to the Trugman (2020) model modified applying the

conversion between ComCat and this study local magnitudes (equation in panel b) and adding an offet to Mw between 0 and 0.2 magnitude units.

Figure S4. Analysis about efficiency (left) and travel times (right) of sms arrivals versus hypocentral distance, considering the CRUST2.0 velocity

profile using Pyrocko software (Heimann et al. 2017). Top: depth > 10 km; bottom: 4 < depth ≤ 10 km. Crosses: SmS; circles: S waves leaving

source either downward or upward. Computations are performed considering the actual earthquake locations and distances to the recording stations.
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Figure S5 Distribution of Log(∆σ) (panel a) and quantile-quantile plot (panel b) considering a normal distribution

as reference model.

Figure S6. Stress drop scaling with moment magnitude (a) and depth (b). Straight lines represent the best fitting models using weighted least squares

(red: weights proportional to the inverse of the number of recordings per magnitude or distance bins; blue: weights proportional to the inverse of ∆σ

variance within each bin). Black lines represent the models derived by (Trugman 2020).
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Figure S7. Energy magnitude computed at teleseismic distances for the Mw 6.4 and 7.1 mainshocks. Left: geographical distribution of the stations used

for the assessment; right: distribution of the station magnitudes for the two events along with the box and whisker summary.




